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The Science of Attorney Advocacy: How
Courtroom Behavior Affects Jury Decision Making

By Findley, J.D., Ph.D. and Sales, J.D., Ph.D.
Published by the American Psychological Association.
Topics include attorney demeanor, verbal and
nonverbal communications, the attorney-client
relationship,
and
storytelling
(narrative
techniques).
This book will appeal to researchers in psychology,
communications, linguistics, and other social
sciences, as well as trial commentators and
practicing attorneys.
#3-C $49

False Justice: Eight Myths that Convict the Innocent
By former Ohio Attorney General James Petro and
Nancy Petro. Mr. Petro and his wife attempted to
reform the system due to the prevalence of false
convictions. They surprisingly encountered
backlash from those sworn to uphold justice--- a
backlash steeped in falsehoods.
#1-A $ 25

A Beginner’s Guide to MMPI-A
Published by American Psychological Association.
A Beginner's Guide to the MMPI–A provides an
introduction to an assessment standard that is
solidly grounded in adolescent psychology. It can
be used as a text in graduate classes, as a how-to
for psychologists interpreting the MMPI–A, or as a
reference book. It is written for a diverse audience
to include physicians, social workers, counselors,
and attorneys, along with psychologists.
$ 59

A Beginner’s Guide to MMPI-2
Published by American Psychological Association.
In clear, accessible language, this book introduces
readers to the Minnesota Multiphasic Personality
Inventory–2 (MMPI–2), the most widely researched
and broadly used personality assessment
instrument. James N. Butcher, one of the authors
of the MMPI–2, explains how the instrument was
developed to describe and predict behavior in a
range of applied settings. Guidance is provided for
administering and interpreting the results, with
case studies to illustrate major concepts.
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#7-G

$ 59

Jeopardy in the Courtroom: A Scientific
Analysis of Children’s Testimony. By Ceci &
Bruck. Published by the American Psychological
Association. Effective cross-examination tool
regarding the reliability of children’s testimony.

#5-E. $29

Expert Witnesses in Child Abuse Cases
By Ceci & Hembrooke. Published by the American
Psychological Association. 22 leading experts
contributed to this book. A Best-Seller and useful
for cross-examination.

#9-I. $39

Child Sexual Abuse: Disclosure, Delay and
Denial. By Pipe, Lamb, Orbach & Cederborg. 2007.
Understanding ‘disclosures’ is crucial for protecting
child victims and innocent adults. A comprehensive
review of the science and its application in the legal
setting.
#2-B. $39

Investigative Interviews of Children
By Poole and Lamb.
Essential book for the cross-examination of
psychologists, social workers, etc. Most interviewers
do not follow the recommendations of this
authoritative work which was funded by the NIH.

#4-D. $39

Flawed Convictions: “Shaken Baby Syndrome”
and the Inertia of Injustice
By Deborah Tuerkheimer
This book is an expose of wrongful convictions of
innocent caregivers based upon shaken baby
syndrome (SBS).
This is book is essential for
understanding how conviction error occurs and what
can be done to correct it.

#14-M. $ 79
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MMPI, MMPI-2, MMPI-A in Court
Published by American Paychological Association.
The leading book for attorneys in preparing for and
utilizing in cross-examination in cases where the
MMPI is utilized.

#8-H. $ 99

Exit to Freedom
By Dr. Greg Hampikian with an afterword by Barry
Scheck. The only firsthand account of a wrongful
conviction overturned by DNA evidence.

#6-F. $20

2014 Las Vegas Conference Course Material
DVD of all materials + Printed Material (Overheads)………………….$ 100.00

Violent Offenders
Published by the American Psychological
Association. This book is a must for attorneys
dealing with sexual predator statutes/hearings,
civil confinement and/or propensity evidence
issues. The statistical charts relied upon
prosecution experts are included within the book
and examined.

#11-K. $89

Guilty Until Proven Innocent:
A Manual for Surviving False
Allegations of Child Abuse

By

Guilty Until Proven Innocent: A Manual
for Surviving False Allegations of Child Abuse

By Kimberly Hart. This manual is on-point for
persons accused of child abuse and what they
should do in response to the allegations. Many
attorneys purchase and give copies to their
clients. Legal terminology and procedures are
explained in everyday language. Chapters include
“Dealing With Your Feelings”, “Helping Yourself
to Prepare”, “Criminal Court”, “Domestic
Kimberly A. Hart
Relations & Juvenile Court” among others.

#21-T. $ 30
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Vaccines: The Risks, Benefits and Choices
3 hour DVD. By Dr. Sherri Tenpenny, Internationally
known for her knowledge on problems associates with
vaccines and the vaccine controversy.

#101-V $ 25

VACCINES: What CDC Documents & Science
Reveal. 3 hour DVD. By Dr. Sherri Tenpenny. There
is about a 15 minute overlap with this DVD and the DVD,
“Vaccines: The Risks, Benefits and Choices” (above).
The rest of the material is different.

#102-V

$ 25

The Truth About Vaccines: How we are used as
human guinea pigs without knowing it.
By Dr. Richard Halverson.
#103-V $ 49

Saying NO to Vaccines. Text book + DVD.
By Dr. Sherri Tenpenny. Pro-vaccine literature is
readily available in the U.S. This book/DVD is intended
to balance the debate of vaccines by presenting
information about the negative consequences of
vaccinations.
#104-V $ 69

Fowl! Bird Flu: It’s Not What You Think.
By Dr. Sherri Tenpenny. 1 hour audio CD.

#105-V $ 12

What Your Doctor May NOT Tell You About
Childhood Vaccinations.
By Dr. Stephanie Cave, M.D., F.A.A.C.P.

#106-V $ 15
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